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If there was only the door there, and nothing on the other side, the

door would have no efficacy. The door makes the circle complete, and other

wise the circle is of no importance. You put a horse in a corral, but you

don't have to .t build the whole corral when you put the horse. When you

close the entrance to the corral you corral the horse.

SH:to shut the door, and closing the door would complete the circle.

I don't see ow you can say to shut the door about him, then you mean the

house, because the door Is the subject 4J

AAM: Yes, well now, what's your% third category

SH: Well, in the 2nd category there is one here that Mr. A takes as

the two prepositions. There's one here that I saw that could be taken that

way. The fat closed ba'ad the blade of the sword, and the question there is,

does that mean came around up till the sword? Or whether it is about the

sword? Or whether it separated the sword from the air, ....5....
SH:
I: Could you translate that, the fat closed up until the blad?, or the

fat close round about the blade? Or the fat closed separating the blade from

t the air? And then the third category is translated on behalf of.

WA: The idea is something that concerns you, something that is related

to you, it seems to be that that would be he same idea, I'd say that would

be a specialized meaning, carrying the same idea. This is something that is

related to you, use it in reference to ....6.... as far as. You don't use

it in reference, you might say, a specialized meaning, xtkxty the typical

meaning is something that is related to,somethlng that is close to you."

Maybe I leaned over backwards, there, but I thought this could be that basic

idea. And it would fit certainly better than the idea of separation. He

made atonement on your behalf, he interceded on your behalf, as touching you,

is the link that I made between the idea of ...6 3/1L..

AAM: I notice BDB says substantive properly separation with the genitive,

in separatthon from, in usage of preposition away from, behind, about, on

ttfTx on behalf of. Well, toget away from and on behalf of in one

category is pretty difficult. Away from and on behalf of. That is pretty
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